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'Money is like love. We spend our entire lives chasing it, yet few of us understand what it 

actually is', but imagine life without it? With so many valueless cook books, trashy novels 

and cheap celebrity autobiographies cluttering the shelves of bookshops in this country, the 

task of finding a contemporary read which would not only be interesting and entertaining, but 

also have something to teach new students, was a tricky one. However, The Moneyless Man 

by Mark Boyle really struck a chord with me, and I feel it would be of value to a lot of other 

Birmingham University students like myself. 

 

In today's economic climate, moving away from home for the first time and living on your 

own is more difficult than perhaps ever before for students. University fees have tripled and 

the cost of accommodation has rocketed. Student life does not come cheap. This is the 

inspiring story of a man who gives up money for a whole year and is incredibly inventive in 

living off the Earth's resources. Mark Boyle, a trained economist, begins his story by 

discussing the world before money. His vision of 'Mrs Brewer' and 'Mr Baker' swapping 

goods seems blissfully ideal. People bartered before there was Tesco or Topshop and people 

shared what they had before there were such things as shopping centres, taxis or nights out to 

throw money at. However can you really live without money in today's world? In a student 

world? Well The Moneyless Man shows us how and we can look after the planet whilst we're 

at it. 

 

Boyle tries out everything from growing his own toothpaste, making his own compost toilet 

to foraging for discarded food in the bins outside Costa Coffee. Ok so I'm not suggesting that 

every student in the country should be planting vegetable gardens as we speak, but Boyle 

teaches us to think outside the box. If you are a student I suspect you are going to be drinking 

an abundance of cider, so why not cut costs a little by making your own? He also tells his 

readers about the moneyless activities you can do such as going to free film nights in the city. 

Most importantly he teaches that the best things in life really do come without a price tag – 

friendships, laughter and enjoying life without over-spending or self-indulgence. 

 

You do not have to be a millionaire to have a good lifestyle even if for a student it may seem 

that way. Boyle describes how he was much happier without money – he met new life-long 

friends and spent more time with his family. We need to realise that money really isn't 

everything. Boyle expresses his disgust at advertising. 'Multi-million-pound-backed 

propaganda' makes young people believe that by spending money they could one day look 

like the model in the magazines or on the billboards holding the latest 'must-have' beauty 

product between their hands. Boyle explains how the best way to make yourself beautiful is 

actually by eating fresh, healthy, ideally organically-produced food – not the frozen chips and 

pizzas found in every student freezer!  

 

Boyle shows that living without money is living simply. You reduce your carbon footprint, 

make new friends and ultimately help others by bartering skills. Every year 18 million tonnes 

of 'edible food' ends up in landfill sites in the UK and Boyle says this food is worth around 

£23 billion! It is crazy to think that this is simply thrown away! It has definitely made me 

think more about wasting food and I hope this book will inform other students too. Boyle 

tells some hilarious stories of his adventures rummaging through the rubbish bins of 

supermarkets with his friends to find good-as-new food. From stumbling across cases of 

wine, to loaves of bread, to even a £10 note, bins proved fruitful in Boyle's money-less world. 
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Maybe turning 'freegan' – the correct term for bin-raiders is a bit extreme but what you can 

take away from reading this book is that you can help the environment and your bank-balance 

by being less wasteful, as well as appreciating life lived in a slower lane. 

 

In the world of the student, money is often a constant concern. Boyle demonstrates that our 

obsession with money is counterproductive and that you can live for free in today's consumer 

society. If Boyle succeeded in leading a happy, enjoyable lifestyle without a penny for a whole 

year, then living off a student loan can't be that hard can it? 

 


